
00:0200:44 
Next step. I am painting on Retique It liquid wood in the dark wood. That is what I used as 
my second coat for the top of this piece. And so I am now painting the legs and I will stain 
those. I have, the first, as you can see, I have one layer on of this liquid wood, and I am 
putting a second coat on in case you haven't noticed I'm using a Cling On, it's a round 
brush. 
00:4501:10 
It's the first time I've used it. It's been sitting in my drawer for several months. I got it on 
clearance on Amazon and just haven't had opportunity to use is. So I'm using it for this. It's 
really soft and very pliable, works really well for this. So this is my second coat. If I need a 
third, I will do it. 
01:1001:50 
I may not, but I went with the dark wood because that was my second layer. And I thought 
that would be the best bet to make it a match or at least coordinate. Next step. I will show 
you staining these legs. I have very good coverage of the Retique It on the legs. So now I 
am going to use the dye stain and add some color to this. 
01:5304:07 
Be very careful of the dye stain, it is very liquidy and it will splatter easily. So make sure 
you get your clothes covered up. Now I'm just wiping off the excess being careful not to be 
perfect about it because I do want variation. I want to, I want a nice varied look on this 
thing. And now I'm going through and just kind of, 
04:0704:36 
it's almost like a dry brushing. This I am not going to wipe off because I want the variation 
of color. The brush is almost dry. I used a couple towels in dabbed it. So it's going to come 
off looking almost like it's dry brushed, which I guess technically it is. 
	


